Rules for usage of service permits

- For access the gate as specified at the permission shall be used according to the indicated times.
- The requested data at the parking permit shall be filled in (e.g. mobile no.) accordingly.
- The service permit shall be placed behind the windshield in a way that it is visible all times.
- The supply points must be approached directly. Additional drives through the exhibition ground are not possible or prohibited.
- It is prohibited to drive in the red-marked areas (see backside of the special parking permit) during the opening hours.
- The service permit is just valid for loading and unloading commodities. The loading process shall not exceed 120 minutes. The driver must be in proximity of the vehicle.
- For accesses during the exhibition opening times, all passengers, including the driver, must present a valid IAA-ticket at the gate.
- On September 22, 2019 the fairground access will close at 2:00 pm. (see dismantling advices).
- In response to the increased security requirements longer waiting times or traffic back logs are possible. Please kindly keep all legitimation available to support the process as efficiently as possible.
- Resale or transfer to third parties (e.g. external, non-company persons) is strictly prohibited.
- In exceptional cases a valid V-C permit authorizes the vehicle driver to park on rented areas of the exhibitor within the indicated time.